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Task
 

Step By Step (What to do)
 

How To Achieve Success For This
Piece of Learning?

Extension Literacy/
Numeracy

History
Research the
Anglo-Saxon period

Use library books or the internet to
research the Anglo-Saxon period.

● Why did the Anglo-Saxons

choose to settle in England?

● What was the Sutton Hoo?

● Explain why the Staffordshire

Hoard was so significant.

● What evidence did

archaeologists find about the

Anglo-Saxons?

Create a fact file about the Anglo-Saxons. You
can create a poster or a booklet. You could
also create a PowerPoint on the computer to
share this with your class.

Explain why the Anglo-Saxon period was
important.
Make links with other texts such as Beowulf.

Research and
development skills of
editing and understanding
information. Different text
type presentations.
Developing a deeper
understanding of the
world in which we live.

Geography
Europe – The Alpine

Investigate The Alpine in Europe, using the
atlas or Google maps. Research the
continents of the world to find our where
the Alps are on the world map.

Create a fact file to present the findings
from your research. You could also create
a PowerPoint to share with you class.

● What is The Alpine?

● Where are the Alps?

● How were they formed?

● When were they formed?

● Do people live there?

● Is it a place for tourism?

● What are the temperatures like

there?

Research some images of The Alps on google.
Choose one that you really like and recreate it
using a range of materials. You could use
watercolours, pastel or even do a black and
white sketch.

Create a leaflet for someone visiting The
Alpine. You need to provide information on:

● The Alps and what people can do

there

● Include the facilities available

● Other activities tourists can get

involved in

● Include prices for the tickets and

activities and maybe make

suggestions to the best ones.

● Placed to eat when on holiday - don’t

forget to recommend some

specialities (restaurants or food they

must try whiles there)

Planning and organising
work.
Presenting to an audience.
Understanding different
text types and providing
information.
Understanding price and
measure units.
Developing a wider
understanding of the
world we live in.



● What is it like at the top of these

mountains?

● Which countries do these

mountains run through?

● Are any of these countries near

the equator, Tropic of Cancer or

the Tropic of Capricorn?

● What is the Northern and

Southern hemisphere?

● What do the Alps look like on the

modern map in comparison to

maps from the past?

Geography
Carry out a field
study.
To identify and
describe the main
human and physical
features of your
local area.

Investigate your local area focusing on its
main human and physical geographical
features and how they might be changing.

Use a range of geographical skills including
maps, observation and field sketches.

Key Questions to investigate

● What is the name of this place?
● Where is this place and which

other places are near it?
● Is it a village, town, suburb or

part of a city?
● What types of buildings can we

find and what are they used for?
● What different types of land-use

can we find?
● Are there any green spaces and

what are they used for?
● Who lives here and what do they

do?
● How do people use this

landscape in different ways?
● Are there any local ‘landmarks’?
● What types of transport links can

we find?

Present your findings in a PowerPoint, non-
chronological report or Video (or any other
creative way you can think of).

You could write a letter to a local councillor to
change something in your local area.

You could create a tourist information leaflet
for someone visiting the local area.

Research- selecting
information that is most
important.
Using coordinates to read
maps.
Developing text type
presentations.
Developing a deeper
understanding of our local
area.



● What evidence is there of
connections to other places?

● What was this place like in the
past?

● How and why is it changing?

Science
Forces, Magnetism
and Electricity

Use the key questions below to guide your
study at home.

● What is the effect of gravity?

● What can you find out about

gravity and the moon?

● What is the difference between

weight and mass?

● Research Isaac Newton. Why is he

significant?

● Which two magnet poles repel?

Explain why.

●

Use the key questions or choose one to focus
on to guide your independent study. What
sources of information can you find?
You can choose how you would like to present
your findings.
Be as creative as you like.

You could make a model.
You could use art.
You could use ICT and make a video clip.

Create a poster for our Science working wall.
Choose from one Scientist below.

● Isaac Newton

● Andre Marie Ampere

● Thomas Edison

Research and development
skills of editing and
understanding information.
Different text type
presentations. Developing a
deeper understanding of
science and science in the
wider world.

Mathematics
Make a Maths
game involving
addition and
subtraction.

Choose your design e.g. Harry Potter or
Despicable Me.
Design your game based on Snakes or
ladders, a quiz game or Monopoly.
Decide what your aim of the game will be
and how it will be played.
Decide how someone will win.

Make sure your game is not too
complicated and there can be a definite
winner.
Do not have too many players.

Bring your game to school to share and play
with your friends.

Planning a game.
Developing creative
thinking: creating game
design, rules and questions.
Developing mathematical
thinking- creating
mathematical questions
and finding answers.

Religious Education
Researching a
religion.

Choose a religion which you would like to
research, this can be your own religion.
Find out as many facts as you can about
this religion, including how it started and
by whom. Where do the people worship
and what religious book do they have?

Present your findings in a PowerPoint,
booklet, poster, fact file or video. Be selective
of the key facts you choose to share – don’t
create a huge list and make sure you
understand the information you are going to
share.

Present your findings to your class – what did
they find most interesting and why?

Research and development
skills of editing and
understanding information.
Different text type
presentations. Developing a
deeper understanding of
the world in which we live.


